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• Survival analysis tries to establish a connection between a 
set of features and the time until an event of interest.

• Problem: For a dataset with n samples and p features, 
previous training algorithms for the kernel survival SVM 
(SSVM) require           space and             time.1,2

• Recently, an efficient training algorithm for linear SSVM 
with much lower time complexity and linear space 
complexity has been proposed.3

• We extend this optimisation scheme to the non-linear 
case and show that it allows analysing large-scale data with 
no loss in prediction performance.
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Proposed Optimisation SchemeOverview

An Efficient Training Algorithm for Kernel Survival 
Support Vector Machines

O(n4) O(pn6)

• In survival analysis, parts of the training and test data can 
only be partially observed.

• Patients that remain event-free during the study-period are 
right censored, because it is unknown whether an event 
has or has not occurred after the study ended. Only partial 
information about their survival is available.

Survival Analysis

• The SSVM1,2 is an extension of the Rank SVM4 to right 
censored survival data: patients with a lower survival time 
should be ranked before patients with longer survival time.

• Survival data consists of feature vectors         , the time of 
an event/censoring        , and an event indicator        .

Objective function:

Lagrange dual problem with

where               and                  if                and 0 otherwise.

Kernel Survival Support Vector Machine
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• Find a function                 from a reproducing Kernel Hilbert 
space      with                         (usually             ):

• Directly apply representer theorem5                                      
and minimise squared hinge loss with respect to            :

• The form of the optimisation problem is very similar to the 
one of linear SSVM, which allows using truncated Newton 
optimisation and order statistic trees to avoid storing    .3,5

Complexity

Experiments

Synthetic:

Real world:
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• Space:         or           if     is to be stored in memory.
• Time (assuming evaluating kernel function costs        ):

–            to compute        for all 

–                to sort samples according to

–                               to compute Hessian-vector product

● Overall (if kernel matrix is stored in memory):
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